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Bojohagar

MickFowler

Only Tony Saunders (alias Victor) can be certain as to how Bojohagar became the
objective. Tony's delightfully devious ways and reluctance to reveal any specific
details in any walk of life left the team aware only that he had 'bumped into' Paul
N unn in the Royal Geographical Society maproom and as a result had acquired an
irrepressible urge to climb Bojohagar. By 1983 the necessary applications had
been made and Tony Saunders, Phil Butler, Dr. John English, Mike Morrison,
Chris Watts and myself were frantically searching to supplement our meagre
information about the objective.

What we did know was that at 7330m it was one of the highest unclimbed
Karakoram peaks and at only 7km from the Karakoram Highway it appeared to
be one of the most accessible in the area. Why then we asked ourselves did it
remain unclimbed? The well renowned Pakistani bureaucracy seemed to have
played an important part, as no expedition appeared to have successfully
penetrated the paperwork until 1982 when a Japanese party failed on the S side.
Nevertheless confusion remained considerable even by Pakistani standards. The
mountain is part of the Ultar Massif consisting of three tops Vltar 1, Ultar 2 and
Bojohagar. Vltar 1 and Vltar 2 are reserved for Pakistani or joint expeditions only
but Bojohagar is not on the reserved list, however no authority seems certain as to
which peak is which. The situation is perhaps best summed up by the Japanese
map to the area which shows Vltar 1 and Bojohagar as the same peak. Victor
clearly felt proud to have discovered a peak which oozed such confusion.

Financial support from the Mount Everest Foundation, British Mountain
eering Council and the unexpected bonus of winning the Nick Estcourt Cash
Award for 1984 ensured that the expedition's finances were sufficient and
practical planning could at last begin. Victor and Phil Butler agreed to arrive in
Pakistan one week early in order to grapple with the formalities at the Tourism
Division, equip the Liaison Officer and purchase the necessary supplies. It was to
prove unfortunate that those with delicate constitutions never considered
enquiring as to these two's preferences in food!

By the time of our arrival in the sweltering town of Gilgit after 800km of
driving, it had become clear that Victor (who is ofdubious origin but definitely of
a yellowy brown colour) was frequently being mistaken as a native of the area. His
Pakistani pyjama trousers (which he wore for the initial government briefing and
continuously thereafter) no doubt defined him as an eccentric type of native and
he had to suffer non-stop approaches in unintelligible tongues which created
considerable mirth for other members of the team, and distress for 'Our Leader'.

His previous Himalaya experience (Conway's Ogre in the Karakoram in 1980)
had satisfied him that chickens and meat/eggs etc. could be purchased easily in
the mountain villages and as such no effort was made to search for tinned produce
in Gilgit. Sacks of rice and other equally uninspiring items began to accumulate
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near the vehicle. Victor and Lobby (Phil Butler) excelled in shopping whilst
others not coping so well with the climate whimpered in the shade.

By noon the journey along the Karakoram Highway had recommenced. With
very little effort on our part a team ofporters was somehow assembled at Hunza to
haul four weeks' supplies to base camp. By early afternoon a heated discussion
accompanied the establishment of base camp, as our loads were being shed at a
spot a few hours below our intended camp. It seemed that all higher spots were
unsuitable for a base camp, and the Japanese expedition of two years previously
had pronounced our present position to be the best.

The next four days of exploration confirmed the porters' decision that our tents
were in the best campsite, if not the position (at 3300m) most conducive to instant
acclimatization. After initial investigations Victor, Lobby, Boydie (Mike
Morrison) and John English opted to try the line attempted by the Japanese two
years previously whilst Chris and I decided to inspect one of the huge S face
buttresses from close quarters. Following two days of inspection and avalanche
admiring, we reluctantly decided to join the others. With mixed feelings we
struggled up steep moraines to join the others below a huge snow/ice slope leading
to the colon the W ridge between Hunza Peak and what we took to be Bojohagar.

It was refreshing to see that we were not the only ones suffering from altitude
and general illness. The normally distressingly active Boydie was prostrate on a
flat rock uttering occasional groans, whilst a short distance away perched on
another flat rock was our doctor enjoying a second spell in a sleeping bag that day.
This was he assured us very good for his health. It seemed that having set out very
early that morning, the effects of altitude and food akin to flavourless pig-swill
were having a detrimental effect on these upstanding men.

The boulders in this area were apparently Camp I. This seemed more due to
the general inability to go further rather than the site being of outstanding
excellence. It was by this time still only 7am, and not wishing to spend the rest of
the day perched on uncomfortable boulders I somehow made the ridiculous
decision to join Victor and Lobby about 600m above. By 9am I was wedged in a
rock corner about 90m below the presumed Camp 2 hiding from the sweltering
sun by arranging makeshift shelters with my waterproofs. The next 7hrs were an
eye opener in the realms of Himalayan heat survival and it was a somewhat
withered specimen that emerged to spend the remaining hours of daylight in a
continuous state of purgatory averaging 30m of steep snow per hour. Arriving at
the supposed Camp 2 it was more than a littie distressing to see Vic and Lob
bivouacked ISOm higher. My rate of progress had slowed to 2Sm per hour and
with 1ll2hrs of daylight left, further movement was hardly worthwhile - from a
physical point of view it was an impossibility. The onset of heavy snow and thick
mist provided ddditional 'epic-fodder' as I settled down in the snow preparing to
test my sleeping bag on its own with no tent or bivouac sack. Overpowering thirst
promptly interrupted efforts to forget my whereabouts. The frustration ofhaving
a stove but no pan resulted in a mainly unsuccessful attempt to melt snow in my
helmet. The protective paint displayed a distressing tendency to catch fire well
before any melting was even vaguely evident. The problem was eventually solved
by moulding the soot stained wind shield into a distinctly unpleasant drinking
receptacle. Surprisingly this incident seemed to create a lot of mirth amongst my
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companions. Nevertheless survival was assured and in deteriorating weather a
retreat was made to base camp the following day. The other three had also
retreated with their fair share of epic activity. John English's crampon broke
causing a graceful plummet down a dry ice slope on the glacier and effectively
curtailing further activity by crushing his vertebrae.

Our proposed few days' rest was shortened as base camp seemed to provoke
illness in all but the hardest stomachs. On starting back up the mountain a
problem was immediately evident in that one of our advance base tents had been
blown away. This, in itself, was not a disaster but more serious was the fact that
the numerous mountain goats had eaten much of our carefully protected
mountain food. More amusingly (for some), they had also urinated on Vic's
mountain clothing which gave him a delightful aroma for the rest of the trip. The
smell of Vic proved too much for Boydie who retreated to base in the optimistic
hope that the less smelly John English would recover sufficiently to participate.

On the mountain, progress was masochistic but effective. After an all night
climbing session (to avoid the sun), on our third day all four climbers were
bivouacked on a projecting prow ofrock on the col between Bojohagar and Hunza
peak at 6000m. Much debilitating activity had been necessary in the heat of the
day and the team was sufficiently untogether not to be able properly to clear the
prow of snow, which clearly would only take two with a degree of comfort.

Midway through the night it became apparent that something was not quite
right - Vic and myself appeared to be pinned to the prow by a very tight rope and
a series of shouts and curses could be heard below the ledge. It became clear that
Wattie had 'done a graceful one' over the edge although the quantity of sleeping
tablets consumed by those still in situ ensured that no assistance was likely to be
immediately forthcoming. Squirming from under the bondage afforded by his
tight belay rope I was able to peer over the edge and marvel at a hand protruding
from a tightly drawn sleeping bag in an effort to release the draw cord. Wattie's
situation appeared particularly interesting. Muffled shouts indicated that he was
tied on with a piece of dubious tape which he had been using for carrying his
camera. He was 3m below the ledge and 6m above the snow slope in such a way
that little direct assistance was possible. As an initial helpful gesture I successfully
slid the jumars down the wrong rope - they jammed enticingly I.Sm out of his
reach and well below the edge of the ledge. Abuse came from other stirring bodies
who were displeased at having to unpack further jumars, but Wattie was at last
able to emerge from his cocoon only to succeed in dropping his duvet jacket
complete with camera, gloves etc in its pockets. As he completed the jumar 
four zip ring pulls attached to short lengths of tape hung forlornly from the belay
rope - their true significance gradually dawned - they were from his super
gaiters which were attached securely to his boots. One boot-gaiter was ta!lgled in
the ropes, the other was nowhere to be seen.

Morning confirmed the situation - Wattie was going to have to perform with
only one boot. A hopping ascent of the ridge ahead seemed excessively optimistic
and it was with a sinking feeling of despair (whilst Vic and Lobby continued
slowly up the ridge) that preparations were made for the descent. The bivouac
ledge had clearly been used by the Japanese two years before and luck was
initially on our side as a large roll of karrimat protruded from the ice. Wattie
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despondently set about constructing a karrimat boot whilst I sweltered in the
rising sun marvelling at the extreme temperature variation between day and night
and cursing anything in the vicinity. Securely strapping crampons to a karrimat
boot seemed to be an understandably testing task and it was lOam before
movement was possible. The days ahead did not bear contemplating. l200m of
steep snow/ice had to be abseiled, followed by 2km of stumbling on moraine
covered glacier, 2km ofvery broken dry ice, more moraine and scree, a dangerous
gully crossing and 3km of steep trackless meadow to finish.

Things started as I hoped they would not continue. Two diagonal abseils meant
a strain on the karrimat foot crampon which promptly twisted around to point
meaningfully at the sky. Progress continued haltingly with Wattie keeping on
course by way of a series of athletic hops. Above, Vic and Lob could be seen
disappearing into the first of a series of worrying looking clouds. The day
progressed into a sequence of memorably unpleasant experiences, heavy falling
snow, wet dangerous snowslides, zero visibility and generally maximum
masochism. A Japanese snowshoe protruding from the slope proved to be ofsome
assistance on the boot front- although large and clumsy it sported two spikes (of
a sort) which when thrust forcefully against the slope appeared to achieve a
slightly improved degree of adherence. Wattie-cut up some more karrimat, the
snow shoe was strapped in place and the Mark 2 boot was in use. The
improvements over Mark 1 were marginal and by darkness we were still well
above the bivouac spot used on the way up, with no ledge in sight.

A night perched on a protruding flake in the snow did little to inspire
enthusiasm for the day ahead, but with Wattie becoming a hopping expert
progress was slightly faster and despite a time consuming rope-jam, mid
afternoon saw us back on the infamous helmet boiling bivouac. The descent
continued interminably but by darkness the Mark 3 karrimat boot was arriving at
base camp.

Base camp proved far from the anticipated luxurious body renovating point
that we had hoped for. The food had worsened and all were distinctly unwell.
John's back was clearly not going to recover in time for him to mount a major
effort, and the logical plan was for Boydie, Wattie and myself to return after a few
days rest. Two days was as much as we could stand so at 3am on 27 July we
struggled away from base camp through a depressingly penetrating drizzle. Chris
had borrowed a boot and gaiter from John English, and a windproof jacket from
our Liaison Officer. The usuall1/zhrs to advance base turned into 4hrs ofwet and
miserable purgatory. Neither Chris nor I felt particularly well and the way to
Camp 1 continued haltingly with frequent rests. At one point a truly monstrous
avalanche roared down the couloirs to the right of our originally proposed line
catching us squarely in its cloud of swirling powder snow. Chris lost his woollen
hat, and as the cold powder melted, the mood for the day was sealed, Camp 1
proved dismal and damp but the rain/snow had ceased by early afternoon and a
clear night promised to encourage activity the following day.

Previously the moon had illuminated the slopes to Camp 2 but although the
2am sky was clear, the darkness of the moonless night proved sufficiently acute
for prompt route finding errors to be made. Chris and I felt surprisingly well at
this stage, but Mike was beginning to suffer from the altitude. The frustration
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and extra effort involved in clambering over rotten rock ribs to regain the correct
line did not help the situation, although by mid morning we were able to collapse
in safety at Camp 2 to suffer another day in the sun.

From previous experience we knew the climb ahead to be long, tiring and
rendered virtually impossible by the sun if not completed by 7am. Rising
painfully at lOASpm we were away by 11.30pm to climb slowly through the night
to reach the prow bivouac where we found Vic and Lob ensconced.

It seemed that poor weather and general exhaustion rather than technical
difficulties had prevented their reaching the summit. In fact no real technical
difficulties had been encountered or seen in the way ahead and had we not felt so
exhausted ourselves we doubtless would have been enthused by their news. As it
was, bivouacking seemed our first priority and as Vic assured us that a suitable
site was to be found a short way up the ridge, continuing seemed the best option.
A line of fixed ropes above us placed a fresh slant on the situation. We were aware
of the existence of a Japanese team on the far side of the mountain but to find that
they were attempting the same ridge as ourselves was an eye opening irritant.

Vic's bivouac site proved to be non-existent to our home-loving minds and we
decided to press on again to a shoulder above a ISOm step ahead. Here we knew
that Vic and Lob had experienced a fair bivouac on a cut out ice ledge. The
thought was not encouraging but at the time was preferable to a cold enforced
wait for Vic and Lob to evacuate Camp 3 or to cutting our own ledge. It proved to
be a bad mistake. The altitude was taking its toll and it was midday by the time we
arrived on the shoulder and proved ourselves unable to find the bivouac site.
Thinking that it must have drifted over we promptly indulged in an afternoon's
strenuous cutting in drifting snow which ensured complete exhaustion but
resulted in a smaH sleeping ledge. The weather remained poor throughout the
night but sufficient sleeping tablets ensured relative relaxation, and although the
temperature dropped well below - 20°C our equipment proved up to the
conditions and the cold was not a real problem.

Our enthusiasm was hardly rekindled next morning at the sight of two
sprightly Japanese who were stocking up their upper camps, nor in the reflection
that it had taken them two months of sustained effort to get this far, establish
several tented camps and fix ISOOm of rope.

Chris was the first to start up the 50° slope ahead. Using a jumar handrail on the
Japanese fixed rope he slowly drew away from Mike whilst I fought a losing battle
to warm my feet prior to starting the day. Our choice of inner boot appeared to be
the source of many cold feet problems and resulted in slight frostbite for five of
the team. After a short-lived attempt to warm my feet by climbing I returned to
the bivouac to warm them in my sleeping bag.

Over an hour later the sun had begun to break through and warmth at last
found its way some way towards those extremities most in need. Progress was by
now hasty as I was clearly holding up the other two who could be seen resting at
the foot ofa sharp snow ridge 90m above. 'Hasty' is ofcourse a relative term as real
progress was perhaps at the rate of SOm of plodding per hour. Chris and Mike
used their waiting time effectively to produce a much needed brew, although by
the time I arrived the weather was again deteriorating and drinking tea in a
position of uncontrolled collapse was a cold and uncomfortable pastime. It was
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also distressingly apparent that we were slow; midday had passed and only 90m of
progress had been made on easy ground.

The route continued up an easy angled snow ridge which abutted against a band
of seracs l80m above. At sea level 10 minutes would have sufficed, at 6300m it
seemed that the rest of the day would be a fair estimation. We set off together
managing ten or so paces in between rests. Even with the assistance of the ever
present Japanese fixed rope and by alternating the job of breaking through
rapidly growing drifts, progress was made at a steadily decreasing rate for 90m or
so. Chris was by now slowly drawing ahead whilst Mike and I struggled to make
any progress at all. Every movement induced immediate exhaustion. By mid
afternoon the serac barrier was only 30m above and a fixed rope could be seen
flitting in and out of the swirling cloud to its right - nevertheless our rate of
progress would only allow 90m ofprogress that day and concern was mounting as
a suitable bivouac site was not visible. Judging the energy expenditure worthwhile,
I shouted to Chris to stop at the first reasonable site. This time luck seemed on our
side, as Chris discovered a small ice cave on the traverse under the seracs. We set
about enlarging it with surprising amounts ofenergy and by late afternoon the cave
was large enough for the three of us. We squeezed in shutting ourselves off from
the elements. The extreme cold caught me unawares - our cave was part of an
open crevasse system in which cold air seemed to circulate. Withdrawing a hand
from a delightfully warm sleeping bag induced an immediate sensation of deep
penetrating cold which was difficult to combat even with 'pre-warmed' gloves.
Food preparation went ahead slowly and painfully as our inspired idea ofa hanging
stove proved somewhat impracticable within the cave. The floor was sufficiently
uneven for the stove to have to be held all the time - a situation which resulted in
exhaustion from sitting upright, pain from touching the wrong parts of the stove
and frustration as more food invariably ended up spilt than inside our bodies.
Mike was clearly suffering from the altitude and was unable to eat anything at all;
any attempt to force food down resulted in instant emission and disturbing choking
noises. With the aid of sleeping pills the night passed uneventfully. Wattie's idea of
a urine bottle proved invaluable and avoided the worrying possibilities of having
to emerge from the cave. It was unanimously agreed that luck was with us in that
the much discussed need to excrete did not arise. We decided that if movement
was impossible in the morning we should stay put and hope for an improvement
in our acclimatization. We had plenty of food and there was no cause for concern.

The morning dawned fair and we decided to continue. The disadvantage of a
constricted cave bivi became immediately apparent as there was only room for
one person to gear-up at a time. The temperature in the cave was still horren
dously low which contrasted unbelievably with the now debilitating heat outside
where Chris (the first to exit) had to wait two hours before Mike emerged, frozen, last.

Much snow had fallen in the night and the fixed rope above was deeply buried.
Chris made a few upward efforts whilst Mike and I lay prostrate outside the cave.
After 5 minutes of unconstructive activity Chris stepped <lown and a communal
dithering session began - altitude, heat and deep snow effectively prevented
upward progress whilst the thought of hours of effort to re-establish ourselves in
the cave bivi was not exactly inspiring. Descent would hopefully prove easy to the
col, but even in our exhausted condition seemed an unsatisfactory and cowardly
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option. At ever-increasing intervals clouds gradually built up and our sauna
situation was replaced by frantic shivering. The mood changed from one of
comfortable indecision to a need for warmth-giving activity. Going up was out of
the question and re-establishing the freezing bivouac would be cold and laborious
with little chance of a physical improvement. This left going down as the only safe
option. Even at the time it was a desperately frustrating decision which induced a
feeling of inadequacy and failure; a feeling of defeat without a battle. No great
difficulty remained - the fixed rope disappeared into snow drifts but we knew
from Vic and Lobby that the seracs could be passed with only a pitch ofgrade IV
climbing. Above that, long easy-angled slopes led to a narrowing of the ridge,
more grade IV climbing and Vic and Lob's high point below the 300m summit
pyramid. Our egos were severely dented but there was no choice.

So we slithered down the buried Japanese ropes to reach the infamous boot
dropping-bivouac at sunset. Although we had cursed the presence ofanother team on
the mountain there can be no doubt that their ropes proved invaluable in speeding
our descent. A night's rest did nothing to reduce exhaustion but went some way
towards justifying the previous day's decision. Progress was aJJ by abseils, slow and
painful but expedited by the abseil points being in place after the previous 'boodess'
descent. All the same it took a complete day ofavalanche-dodging to reach Camp 2.

Somehow, next day, it was late before we managed to be ready to leave. The
first abseil was from a rounded block on the rib which still sported a sling left by
Vic and Lob on their descent. Having checked the sling I abseiled first, followed
by Boydie. Whilst placing a sling for the second abseil a crashing sound from
above caused us to huddle against the rock, the air was full ofWattie who bounced
gracefully before smashing into an ice-slope and, after 20m was stopped by Mike
frantically grabbing the rope. It was frankly a surprise to unravel Wattie from the
ropes and find no breakages. Nevertheless severe bruising and discomfort
resulted in a division of the contents of his sack before our faltering descent could
continue. The day progressed into a long tortuous struggle down the snow slopes,
across the moraine, dry glacier and finally, by nightfall, into base camp.

We had ten days left before having to return to Britain but with fourteen days
being the minimum necessary for a base camp to summit (and return) push, it was
clear that we had run out of time. The trip remains a lasting memory of many
experiences and a lot has been learnt. Everyone remained friends and plans are
afoot for the same team to put these lessons into practice in 1986 so the Bojohagar
trip can in no way be said to have been a wasted effort.

In conclusion an interesting episode punctuated our departure from Hunza, an
episode perhaps further compounding the aura of confusion surrounding
Bojohagar. On passing through Gilgit Victor and Lobby were approached by the
Liaison Officer of the Japanese team who congratulated them on their reaching
the summit saying that his Japanese team reached the top a few days later. The
Japanese climbers themselves were not in Gilgit and the matter remains
something of a mystery and a fitting conclusion to the Bojohagar story. (See also
Area Notes- Karakoram 1984. -Ed.).
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